1000 HOUR Sponsors Tigerlily Show @ MBFWA 2019

1000 HOUR sponsors Tigerlily’s first Fashion Week in 17 Years Get the look from Tigerlily’s comeback Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week Australia 2019
Show Media Release - May 2019 1000 HOUR, the iconic Australian brand behind some of the most sought after and innovative DIY beauty staples,
including the ever-popular artificial lashes, graced the catwalk at one of the most highly anticipated shows at Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week Australia,
in Sydney this afternoon. On the eve of Tigerlily&#39;s 20th Birthday and comeback show; models were sporting dainty and natural looking 1000
HOUR Eyelashes by 1000 HOUR Lash Director Melanie Burnicle – in collaboration with Makeup Artist Lara Karamian for Lancôme this fresh natural
sun kissed look was created for the show. Tigerlily shares the same youthful curiosity as the 1000 HOUR brand. Tigerlily CEO Chris Buchanan said,
"Tigerlily is one of Australia&#39;s most admired and respected brands. At Fashion Week, we will be presenting a more elevated apparel offering think linens, silks and luxe fabrications, new swim silhouettes with classic Tigerlily prints. We’re proud to be supported by iconic Australian DIY beauty
brand, 1000 HOUR, as our lash sponsor for such a special show for Tigerlily.” The show’s 1000 HOUR Lash Director and Makeup Artist Melanie
Burnicle said, “My secret to creating a natural look for Tigerlily’s show was 1000 HOUR&#39;s individual lashes. I love working with Australian brands
and 1000 HOUR lashes are easy to apply especially in a fast paced environment like backstage. The lashes are great for creating anything from a
fresh faced day look or adding a some fabulous drama to your makeup.” Melanie’s step-by-step how-to and top tips to create the natural lash look
sported on the runway today: Step 1 - Curl your lashes Curl your lashes! This helps to create a base for the false lashes and allows for a seamlessly
natural look. Doing this before Mascara helps to protect your lashes from breakage. If you choose to curl once mascara is applied be very gentle and
careful on releasing lashes as mascara will stick the lashes to the curler. Step 2 - Apply mascara Apply mascara before applying false lashes. This
helps create structure and allows you to better judge the placement of the individual lashes especially for the natural look. Mel’s Tip: Re-applying
mascara at the end of the process will add more drama to the look.

Step 3 - Prep individual lashes Apply a small amount of lash glue to the back of

your hand and allow it dry a little (this means you don’t need to sit still for as long waiting for it to dry on the eye) and line up the Individual lashes close
to the glue so you can see what you are working with. Mel’s Tip: If you need to, trim the individual false lashes before applying to ensure they aren’t
too much longer than your natural lashes. This will help the false lashes to blend, creating a really natural look.

Step 4 - Use tweezers to apply each

lash Use tweezers so you can angle the lash application and help you to place the lashes flat into your lash line. Remember to make sure that the
lashes don’t sit higher on the skin. If so, they will be visible especially in a natural makeup look. Mel’s Tip: Remember to look at your eye shape as
most eyes aren’t symmetrical, so you may need 3 lashes on one eye and 4 on the other. If your brows sit low, don’t add too much length in the lashes
you apply on inner corners as it will create a smaller eyelid. If your eyes are very round, don’t apply lashes right on the outer corner as it will follow
your eye shape and drag the eye down and not lift it up for a youthful appearance.

1000 HOUR Individual Lashes are available in two styles Short to

Medium and Medium to Long RRP $9.49. 1000 HOUR&#39;s range of false lashes are available in Priceline stores nationwide or online at
www.1000hour.com.au ABOUT 1000HOUR: This iconic brand has been in the beauty business for over 25 years and is well known for high quality
products by makeup artists and beauty lovers alike. 1000HOUR boasts product collections ranging from the ever-popular Eyelash and Eyebrow Dye
Kits to false lashes, hair colour mascaras and DIY beauty tools to enhance your at-home beauty routine. The name was based on the brand’s launch
product that provided a DIY tinting solution that lasted up to six weeks or 1000 hours – the lifespan of a lash. For further information, images or
product samples, please contact 360 PR: Rachel King – 0434 820 542 – rachel@360pr.com.au
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